
P h y s i c s                  name _______________________________ period ____
Inv-7 Expan Part VIII  - Pulleys                               sheet # _____

While viewing Askey’s demo, list the three rules of Pulley Land.
Rule #1 ________________________  Rule #2 _______________________ Rule #3 __________________

1.) Assume block A has more inertia than block B.  
* Draw a separate FBD on each block.
* Write the ΣF = ma equation for each block
* Show each step necessary to derive an isolated 
   equation for the acceleration of the blocks.

           A

            B

2a.) Write the two equations that go with               
 the following frictionless pulley system.     For Pulleys: Dir of Mot = +

      Draw separate FBDs
2b.) how long will it take block A       A (15 kg)
to hit the floor?

  7.0 m  
        B (6 kg)

   

3a.) What will be the acceleration of the 50 N  
block in figure to the right?  (CAREFUL!)

                 30. N
3b.) What is the tension on the rope in this figure?               

     50. N

4.) How long will it take the 150 N block             
to fall the 75 cm in the figure on the right?        40. N
There is a 20. N frictional force on the 40.N 
block. The two blocks start from rest.) 
  

          150. N

      75 cm



5.) Two objects of masses 10.0 kg and 5.0 kg are connected by a rope that passes over a frictionless 
pulley, as in the figure below. The 5.0 kg object lies on a frictionless incline at a 40° angle with the 
horizontal. a.) Find the acceleration of the two objects 

Frictionless pulley

5 kg

      10 kg

b.) Find the tension in the rope.

6.)  Determine the time it will take for the 18 kg box to slide down the rough ramp below. The 34° 
ramp puts a frictional force of  30.0 N on the sliding box.

         18 kg

12 m

  5.0 kg          34°

answer: 1) Class Discussion  2a) 4.2m/s2    2b) 1.8s    3a) 2.45m/s2    3b) 37.5N     4) 0.47s     5a) 4.44m/s2   5b) 53.7N    6) 5.3s


